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The country's first and only publication devoted to narrative journalism, The Caravan occupies a singular position among Indian magazines. It
is a new kind of magazine for a new kind of reader, one who demands both style and substance. Since its relaunch in January 2010, the
magazine has earned a reputation as one of the country's most sophisticated publications-a showcase for the region's finest writers and a
distinctive blend of rigorous reporting, incisive criticism and commentary, stunning photo essays, and gripping new fiction and poetry. Its
commitment to great storytelling has earned it the respect of readers from around the world. "India's best English language magazine", The
Guardian, London "For those with an interest in India, it has become an absolute must-read", The New Republic, Washington The Caravan
fills a niche in the Indian media that has remained vacant for far too long, catering to the intellectually curious and aesthetically refined reader,
who seeks a magazine of exceptional quality.
Who gets to speak for China? During the interwar years, when American condescension toward China yielded to fascination with all things
Chinese, a circle of writers sparked an unprecedented conversation over U.S.-Chinese relations. Hua Hsu tells how they became ensnared in
bitter rivalries over who could claim the title of leading China expert.
By exhaustively analyzing Lao She's literary writings, Vohra traces the development of his political consciousness and convictions. Besides
being an introduction to the life and works of Lao She, this book contributes to a greater understanding of the nature of the social and political
change in twentieth-century China.
The present volume is a supplement, equal in size and scope, to the volume published in 1955, Japanese Studies of Modern China, by John
K. Fairbank, Masataka Banno, and Sumiko Yamamoto. Summaries and critical evaluations of more than one thousand books and articles are
arranged by topics. There is a comprehensive general index and a special character index to establish the correct readings of the names of
Japanese authors.
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This book contains "best practices" of community quality-of-life indicator systems implemented in various communities throughout the world.
The cases in this volume describe communities that have launched their own community indicators programs. Elements that are included in
the descriptions are the history of the community indicators work within the target region, the planning of community indicators, the actual
indicators that were selected, the data collection process, the reporting of the results, and the use of the indicators to guide community
development decisions and public policy.
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Born in June 1883 to an aristocratic Scottish family, Dorothy Gibson-Craig was brought up with dogs and horses. In 1926
she married Maj. Gen. Geoffrey Brooke, recipient of the Distinguished Service Order in World War I and a writer on
equine culture. She followed her new husband to Cairo, where she discovered thousands of malnourished and suffering
former British war horses leading lives of backbreaking toil and misery. Brought to the Middle East by British forces
during the Great War, these ex-cavalry horses had been left behind at the war’s end, abandoned like used equipment
too costly to send home. In Dorothy Brooke and the Fight to Save Cairo’s Lost War Horses Grant Hayter-Menzies
chronicles not only the lives and eventual rescue of these noble creatures, who after years of deprivation and suffering
found respite in Brooke’s Old War Horse Memorial Hospital, but also the story of the challenges of founding and
maintaining an animal-rescue institution on this scale. The legacy of the Old War Horse Memorial Hospital and its
founder endures today in the dozens of international Brooke animal-welfare facilities dedicated to improving the lives of
working horses, donkeys, and mules across Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The author, Grant Hayter-Menzies, is
making a donation of 20% of the royalties from the book to The Brooke Hospital for Animals and 20% of the royalties to
its affiliate in Egypt, Brooke Hospital for Animals (Egypt). Neither the author or the publisher receives any payment from
Brooke or any other party in connection with sales of this book.The Brooke Hospital for Animals is a charity registered in
England and Wales no. 1085760.
First Published in 2009. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
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This book attempts to explore style—a traditional topic—in literary translation with a corpus-based approach. A parallel
corpus consisting of the English translations of modern and contemporary Chinese novels is introduced and used as the
major context for the research. The style in translation is approached from perspectives of the author/the source text, the
translated texts and the translator. Both the parallel model and the comparable model are employed and a multiplecomplex model of comparison is proposed. The research model, both quantitative and qualitative, is duplicable within
other language pairs. Apart from the basics of corpus building, readers may notice that literary texts offer an ideal context
for stylistic research and a parallel corpus of literary texts may provide various observations to the style in translation. In
this book, readers may find a close interaction between translation theory and practice. Tables and figures are used to
help the argumentation. The book will be of interest to postgraduate students, teachers and professionals who are
interested in corpus-based translation studies and stylistics.
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Although official propaganda emphasizes the Chinese Dream as the dream of all Chinese, the opportunities of achieving the
prosperity by legal means are distributed unequally. Crime and the Chinese Dream reveals how people on the margins of Chinese
society find their way to the Chinese Dream through illegal or deviant behaviours. The case studies in this book include corrupt
doctors in public hospitals in Beijing, fraudsters in a village called ‘cake uncles’, illegal motorcycle taxi drivers in Guangzhou, drug
users being ‘re-educated’ in detention centres, and internet addicts who are treated as criminals by the system. Despite the
patriotic and collectivistic tint of the official dream metaphor, the contributors to this volume show that the Chinese Dream is
essentially a state capitalist dream, which is embedded within the problems and opportunities of capitalism, as well as a dream of
control. ‘An original and important contribution to comparative criminology, international studies, and crime and justice research in
China, this book highlights the ironies present in the American Dream that exist in the Chinese Dream as well. It contains diverse
research topics that separate ideology from reality, and Bakken’s excellent introduction frames them in the literatures on social
problems and social inequality.’ —Henry N. Pontell, John Jay College of Criminal Justice, City University of New York ‘This is an
outstanding collection of essays which importantly enlarges the terms of debate on crime in China. It reveals how China is
complex, not only because of its internal social and economic diversity, but also because of integration into global capitalism, with
all its inherent inequalities and commodification.’ —Bill Hebenton, Centre for Criminology and Criminal Justice, University of
Manchester
The sights, sounds, and smells of early twentieth century Peking are reproduced in a socialist novel depicting the dehumanization
of a worker who both represents and is victimized by a sick society
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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Chinese American Literature since the 1850s traces the origins and development of the extensive and largely neglected body of
literature written in English and in Chinese, assessing its themes and style and placing it in a broad social and historical context.
This essential volume, a much-needed introduction and guide to the field, shows how change and continuity in the Chinese
American experience are reflected in the writings of immigrants from China and their descendants in the United States. Using a
fresh approach that combines literary and historical scholarship, Xiao-huang Yin covers representative works from the 1850s to
the present. These include journalistic and autobiographical texts from nineteenth-century Chinese authors; writings on the walls of
Angel Island, the main Asian immigrant arrival point on the West Coast; writings of late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century
"cultivated Chinese", students and scholars who came to America to advance their educations; and the work of more recent
authors who have entered the canon, including Sui Sin Far, Jade Snow Wong, Frank Chin, Maxine Hong Kingston, and Amy Tan.
As the only volume that covers the literature written by immigrant authors in the Chinese language, Xiao-huang Yin's book
significantly enlarges the scope of Chinese and Asian American studies. This body of literature, including works by immigrant
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writers such as Chen Ruoxi, Yu Lihua, and Zhang Xiguo, reflects the high percentage of Chinese Americans for whom the
Chinese language remains an integral part of everyday life. A core text for students and scholars of Asian American studies,
Chinese American Literature since the 1850s is an important resource forliterary critics, historians, sociologists, and
anthropologists interested in diaspora studies, transnationalism, cultural studies, race and ethnicity, and the immigrant experiences
in which Chinese American literature is embedded.
Best known for the groundbreaking works A History of Modern Chinese Fiction (1961) and The Classic Chinese Novel (1968), C.
T. Hsia has gathered sixteen essays and studies written during his Columbia years as a professor of Chinese literature. Wider in
range and scope, C. T. Hsia on Chinese Literature stands beside his two earlier books as part of his critical legacy to all readers
seriously interested in the subject. C. T. Hsia's writings on Chinese literature express a candor rare among his Western
colleagues. Thus the first section of the book contains three essays that place Chinese literature in critical perspective, examining
its substance and significance and questioning some of the critical approaches and methods adopted by Western sinologists for its
study and appreciation. The second section has two essays on traditional drama -- one on the Yuan masterpiece The Romance of
the Western Chamber and the other a sophisticated study of the plays of the foremost Ming dramatist T'ang Hsien-tsu. The third
section is the richest and longest of the book, containing six essays on traditional and early modern fiction. At least four of these -on "The Military Romance" and the novels Flowers in the Mirror, The Travels of Lao Ts'an, and Jade Pear Spirit -- are among the
author's finest works. Finally, the fourth section of the book, covering modern fiction, includes one essay on the novel The Korchin
Banner Plains, an essay on women in Chinese communist fiction, and three concise yet illuminating studies of the short story
during the three republican decades before Mao, the first dozen years under Mao, and in Taiwan during the 1960s.
Includes Part 1, Books, Group 1, Nos. 1-12 (1945)
?????????????????????——??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???
Describes literature in languages other than English in the United States, and recommends knowing English plus other languages
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A beautiful new translation of beloved Chinese author Lao She's masterpiece of social realism, about the misadventures of a poor
Beijing rickshaw driver First published in China in 1937, Rickshaw Boy is the story of Xiangzi, an honest and serious country boy
who works as a rickshaw puller in Beijing. A man of simple needs whose greatest ambition is to one day own his own rickshaw,
Xiangzi is nonetheless thwarted, time and again, in his attempts to improve his lot in life. One of the most important and popular
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works of twentieth-century Chinese literature, Rickshaw Boy is an unflinchingly honest, darkly comic look at a life on the margins of
society and a searing indictment of the philosophy of individualism.
Describes the literary, social, and personal accomplishments of the Nobel- and Pulitzer-prize-winning author and activist.
Mapping Modern Beijing investigates the five methods of representing Beijing-a warped hometown, a city of snapshots and
manners, an aesthetic city, an imperial capital in comparative and cross-cultural perspective, and a displaced city on the
Sinophone and diasporic postmemory-by authors travelling across mainland China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and overseas Sinophone
and non-Chinese communities. The metamorphosis of Beijing's everyday spaces and the structural transformation of private and
public emotions unfold Manchu writer Lao She's Beijing complex about a warped native city. Zhang Henshui's popular snapshots
of fleeting shocks and everlasting sorrows illustrate his affective mapping of urban transition and human manners in Republican
Beijing. Female poet and architect Lin Huiyin captures an aesthetic and picturesque city vis--vis the political and ideological urban
planning. The imagined imperial capital constructed in bilingual, transcultural, and comparative works by Lin Yutang, Princess Der
Ling, and Victor Segalen highlights the pleasures and pitfalls of collecting local knowledge and presenting Orientalist and
Cosmopolitan visions. In the shadow of World Wars and Cold War, a multilayered displaced Beijing appears in the Sinophone
postmemory by diasporic Beijing native Liang Shiqiu, Taiwan sojourners Zhong Lihe and Lin Haiyin, and migr martial arts
novelist Jin Yong in Hong Kong. Weijie Song situates Beijing in a larger context of modern Chinese-language urban imaginations,
and charts the emotional topography of the city against the backdrop of the downfall of the Manchu Empire, the rise of modern
nation-state, the 1949 great divide, and the formation of Cold War and globalizing world. Drawing from literary canons to exotic
narratives, from modernist poetry to chivalric fantasy, from popular culture to urban planning, Song explores the complex nexus of
urban spaces, archives of emotions, and literary topography of Beijing in its long journey from imperial capital to Republican city
and to socialist metropolis.
This book traces the global circulation of cultures and ideologies from the technological and democratic revolutions of the long
nineteenth century to liberal and neoliberal modernity. Focussing on moments of coerced (colonial and postcolonial) and voluntary
contact rather than national boundaries, the author draws attention to the global scope of literatures and geopolitical commodities
as actants in world affairs, as in processes of liberalization, democratization, and trade, but also to the distinctiveness of each local
environment at its moments of transculturation. Based in extensive experience in collaborative, multilingual, interdisciplinary
networks, the book synthesizes existing theoretical scholarship, provides original case studies of world-historical Victorian and
modern writers, and articulates a new interdisciplinary methodology for literary studies in a global context. It will be of interest to
Victorianists, modernists, comparatists, political theorists, translators, and scholars of world literatures, world ecology, and
globalization.

“Lao She’s great novel.” —The New York Times A beautiful new translation of the classic Chinese novel from Lao She,
one of the most acclaimed and popular Chinese writers of the twentieth century, Rickshaw Boy chronicles the trials and
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misadventures of a poor Beijing rickshaw driver. Originally published in 1937, Rickshaw Boy—and the power and artistry
of Lao She—can now be appreciated by a contemporary American audience.
The second volume in this distinguished series contains some 250 biographies of women active from 1912 until 1990,
although many of the biographies contain information current to the year 2000. While the volume includes biographies of
such internationally famous Chinese women as the Soong sisters, Lu Gwei-Djen, Jiang Qing, Han Suyin, Anna
Chennault, Deng Yingchao, and Ding Ling, because of the enormous amount of historical material and scholarly research
that has become available in the last few decades, the editor was also able to include a greater range of women than
would have been previously possible. These are Chinese women who have forged careers as scientists,
businesswomen, sportswomen, and military officers appearing alongside writers, academics, revolutionary heroines,
politicians, musicians, opera stars, film stars, artists, educators, nuns, and traditional good wives. Also included are
women from minority nationalities. Casting a wide net, the editor includes biographies of women from mainland China
and Taiwan as well as those of Chinese descent who were born overseas, including famous Americans like Maxine Hong
Kingston.
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
The True Jesus Church was China's first major native Christian denomination and one of the earliest expressions of the
charismatic and Pentecostal tradition that now dominates Chinese Christianity. Founded in 1917, after a silk merchant
had a vision of Jesus, the Church was characterized by dramatic healings, exorcisms, tongues-speaking, and a call for a
return to authentic Christianity that challenged the Western missionary establishment in China. In this history of the True
Jesus Church, Melissa Wei-Tsing Inouye links together key themes from modern Chinese social history to tell the story of
how members of the True Jesus Church in China over the past century have sought to muster divine and human
resources to transform their world.
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